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PORTRAYAL OF RUSTIC CHARACTERS IN HARDY WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO 
THE MAYOR OF CASTERBRIDGE 

 
Jiteswar Das 

 
 
Abstract: The Mayor of Casterbridge is one of the important Wessex Novels of Thomas Hardy. Rustic characters are also the minor 
characters in the novel who play a significant role in the development of the plot of the story. They perform like Chorus in the Greek 
plays who are always busy in gossiping and bringing forth what is happening in the life of their superiors. Their sole purpose in life is 
amusement. Their active participation in the life and deeds of Farfrae, on the wedding of Henchard and Susan, and in the death of 
Susan show their ignorant and superstitious nature. Their arrangement of Skimmity ride has taken away the life of Lucetta and the 
child in her womb.  
 
Keywords: Casterbridge, Rustics, Skimmity Ride, Novel etc.  
 
Introduction 

The Mayor of Casterbridge is one of the most celebrated Wessex Novels of Thomas Hardy that was published in 1886. It is 
the story chiefly of the life and deeds of a man named Michael Hencherd. The characters in Hardy’s novel The Mayor of Casterbridge 
can be divided into three groups or classes on the basis of their significance in the main plot of the novel. First of all, there are the 
characters who are called the protagonists those who function the significant role in the development of the plot. Then there are 
characters of the secondary importance who perform their role in the novel in contact with the major characters. Their role in the novel 
is not the primary one. Then there comes the role of the minor characters who are also called rustic characters who do not have much 
significance as far as the main plot is concerned. The rustic group of characters is also called the chorus group as they provide 
commentary on the actions of the principal characters. In this respect their functions are like the chorus in ancient Greek drama in 
which a band of actors appeared on stage to comment on what is going to happen in the course of the play.  

 
Many of the Hardy’s novels contain a group of characters who are called rustic characters. These rustic characters provide us 

with some elements of light-hearted moments in the novel as a kind of comic relief from the tragic events surrounding the main 
characters. And the group of rustics also provide us with a commentary on the doings of the major characters which is very evident in 
the novel The Mayor of Casterbridge. In this novel this group of rustics are consisting of Solomon Longways, Christopher Coney, 
Mother Cuxsom, Nance Mockridge, Buzzford and others. Though this group is not essential to the main plot of the novel they still 
serve a very vital role in helping to place the major characters in a community and a droll humour to the novel. They usually go to the 
Three Mariners Inn or to Peter Finger, the two cheaper hotels in the town called Casterbridge, for their relaxation and gossiping. Their 
talk and the performance they play also amuses the audiences and the readers. It shall be mentioned that the members of this group are 
not the rustics in the actual sense because all of them belong to the town and not a rustic area. Still, they are titled as rustic characters 
as there lies a deep similarity between these people and the rustics in some of the other novels of Hardy. They are very superstitious 
kind of people, ignorant and old fashioned. The best part of their life is that they are happy with their simple way of living with what 
they have. Their superstitious nature is revealed in utter astonishment in their seeing the ghosts of the Roman Soldiers in and around 
the ruined amphitheatre called the Ring- where Henchard desires to meet Susan. It is the same place where Henchard and Lucetta 
meets in the later part of the story. The Ring is the name of one of the finest Roman Amphitheatres remaining in Britain.  

 
We meet the rustic characters for the first time at the Three Mariners inn, a hotel, in chapter VIII of The Mayor of 

Casterbridge. Here in this chapter Farfrae, a Scotchman and a good singer, sings a song of homesickness to some of the customers in 
the hotel which is appreciated by all. Though Farfrae’s song is quite sentimental as his song is expressing his sadness of being away 
from home but the comments some of the rustic characters make on Farfrae and his singing are quite entertaining. One of the 
characters, Christopher Coney asks Farfrae why he has left his country if he is so painful in leaving it. Coney further says that if he 
also had loved his country so much as Farfrae loves his country then he would live in the same country doing the dirtiest job like 
cleaning his neighbours’ Pigsties instead of going abroad in the search of money. He further says:” For my part I have no more love 
for my country than I have for Botany Bay! “Solomon Longways, another rustic character tries to silence Coney saying “Do not ye be 
so over-familiar with a gentleman that ye know nothing of and that travelled almost from the North Pole”. Longways describes 
Farfrae’s country as the land of perpetual snow where wolves, wild boars and other dangerous animals are common as black birds are 
here in England. Farfrae thereupon interferes to correct Solomon that Scotland is not a land of snow and no wolves are found here. 
Another rustic character criticizes Solomon Longways as a man of barren ignorance. Mother Cuxsom too participates in their 
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conversation by requesting Farfrae to sing a song for the ladies. The conversation that takes place here at the Three Mariners inn 
amuses us to a great extend.  

 
With the development of the plot we come to know that Henchard starts courting his old wife whom he sold some 18 years 

ago to a sailor named Newson for 5 guineas. After courting her for several days Henchard marries Susan. Now the marriage between 
the two has become another new topic for the rustic characters to gossip on. Here we meet again with these rustic characters the 
amusing innocents while they were passing their comments on Henchard’s marriage with Susan-an unequal match that recently takes 
place in Casterbridge. Without knowing the true facts of their marriage they are amused to a great extend by a prosperous wealthy 
corn-merchant's marriage with a poor sick widow. Coney says: “This is five and forty years since I had my settlement in this town but 
daze me if ever, I see a man wait so long before taking so little! There is a chance even for thee after this, Nance Mockridge”. What 
Solomon Longways says about fat Mother Cuxsom is far more amusing. He claims that “here is Mrs Newson, a mere skeleton has got 
another husband to keep her while a woman of your tonnage have not”. Mother Cuxsom says that she will not marry again because of 
the reason of her experience of her first marriage is not very good. This is really a very funny explanation of not marrying again. 
While the conversation is going on, Mother Cuxsom boasts of the respectable family she belongs to. To her saying Solomon claims 
that he can remember the mother of Mother Cuxsom who is really a good woman and was also once awarded by the Agricultural 
Society for having begot the maximum number of healthy children without the help of any kind. This way the conversation of the 
rustic characters entertains us to a great extent and these are quite amusing. Their conversation shows how they take interest in the 
doings of their superiors.  

 
In the chapter Eighteen of the novel The Mayor of Casterbridge we find that on a Sunday morning Susan passes away. This 

chapter ends with some amusing conversation among Solomon Longways, Mother Cuxsom and others. They are passing some 
amusing comments on the death and burial of Susan. Mrs Cuxsom recounts the event of Susan’s death to others. Susan herself 
prepared her funeral clothes and pennies to weigh down her eyes. The maid buried these pennies accordingly but we are especially 
amused by Christopher Coney’s going and digging up the pennies from Susan’s grave and spending them on liquor. This trivial story 
of digging up money from the grave reflects the perspective that the rustics have some rich families in the town. This chapter and 
specially this grave incident shows the two different life styles of the rich and the poor. Whereas the rich can spend on some non-
monetary ways but the poor cannot behave to afford money in the same way. 

 
Lucetta, Henchard’s former beloved who has now got married to Farfrae, asks Henchard to return her love letters she once 

wrote to him. Accordingly, Henchard hands them over to Jopp who proves himself to be a villain. Jopp is not supposed to read those 
letters but he reads some of them in front of the gathering of the bad characters (rustics) at Peter's Finger inn situated at Mixen Lane. 
The gathering of characters includes Mrs Cuxsom, Nance Mockeridge, Charl, Joe and others. These bad characters thereupon decide 
to take out a Skimmity ride to expose the former love affairs of Michael Henchard (the former Mayor of the town Casterbridge) and 
Lucetta (wife of present Mayor of Casterbridge) to the public. The Skimmity ride is something by which the infidelity or unchastity of 
a woman is exposed to the public. To our complete amusement here in the inn we meet with a complete strange character who 
happens to overhear some of the conversation of the rustics' planning of arranging the Skimmity ride. He even provides them with a 
gold metal to pay for the arrangement of the ride to get to know what is actually a Skimmity ride is and how it exposes one in public. 
To our astonishment we come to know that he is none other than Newson, the sailor who is heard to be drowned. Another important 
point to be mentioned is that some of the rustic characters like Christopher Coney, Buzzford and Solomon Longways are not in the 
support of Skimmity ride and they really feel sympathetic towards Farfrae and Lucetta when they come to know about their fellow 
people’s planning of such arrangements. Jopp is really happy to think that such a ride is going to happen as he has some kind of 
grudge against Lucetta.  

 
Mother Cuxsom, Nance Mockeridge and a few other rustics, excluding Buzzford, Coney and Longways, are hold responsible 

for arranging the Skimmity ride which caused Lucetta’s breakdown and death. In the evening of the day the Royal Parsonage visited 
Casterbridge a loud tumult is heard in the streets outside the building of Lucetta and Farfrae. Elizabeth Jane comes in haste to inform 
Lucetta that something strange is happening outside. Lucetta goes to the window and sees a strange sight where a large crowd gathers 
and in front of them is a donkey with two effigies seated on it with their elbows tied to one another’s. One effigy is tied facing the 
donkey's head while the other effigy is tied facing the tail of the donkey. Lucetta is shocked to see that one effigy is representing her 
and another one is representing to Henchard, her former lover. She at once understands the meaning of this procession which aims at 
Hardy, Thomas. The Mayor of Casterbridge. 
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 Madras: Oxford University Press, 1980.humiliating them and all of a sudden, she faints on the floor. The shock she has received 
proves to be fatal for her and the child in her wombs. By the time Farfrae has come back home the condition of Lucetta has become 
severe. Lucetta dies after disclosing to her husband her past affairs with Henchard. The real intention of arranging the Skimmity ride 
wad not to take the life of lucetta. They wanted to make fun of the deeds of their superiors and laugh at. As Nance Mockeridge said: 
“A good laugh warms my heart more than a cordial, and that is the truth on it”. In conclusion it can be summed up with the assertion 
that the rustic characters in the novel act like the Greek Chorus. They always remain in touch of the main characters, their superiors 
throughout the novel. The discuss and ponder on the issues which bring them laughter by showing the weaknesses of their superiors. 
Their active participation in the matters of Farfrae, the wedding of Henchard and Susan, and death of Susan shows their sheer 
ignorance and enliven us with hilarious amusement. Their intention in arranging the Skimmity ride might not have been to kill Lucetta 
but the bitter truth is that it had taken the life of Lucetta and the life of the child is to be born. Christopher Coney, Buzzford and 
Solomon Longways tried to stop their fellow people to arrange such a ride but they tried in vain which ultimately results in such a 
calamity. 
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